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AN ANALYTICAL MODEL OF A CLASS OF ADAPTIVE VIRTUAL CALL ROUTING PROCEDURES 

Whitehead M J 

British Telecom 

This paper describes an application of the 
theory of stochastic learning processes to model 
a class of adaptive virtual call routing 
procedures. This approach enables one to 
calculate the mean routing probabilities caused 
by the interaction between network state and 
adaptive routers in the limit of slow adaptation. 
It is shown that these routing probabilities 
provide a good approximation to link loadings 
even when adaptation is not slow. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many packet switched networks provide a 
virtual call facility in which the path assigned 
to a fresh call depends on the current or past 
state of the network in some way: their virtual
call route choice mechanisms are adaptive. 
Examples include Transpac, Telenet, Tymnet and the 
UK Packet Switched Service. Adaptivity provides 
resiliance to link or node failure, and enables 
the network to respond automatically to changes in 
the offered traffic. It is important to be able 
to predict the steady-state performance of such 
networks with reasonable accuracy in order to 
dimension links and nodes efficiently, and for this 
we need good approximate analytical models of net
works with adaptive virtual call routing 
procedures. 

It is apparent that the diversity of adaptive 
routing mechanisms cannot be contained within a 
single model. In this paper we examine the 
problem of modelling a particular class of routing 
procedures in which routing decisions are distri
buted among the network nodes and are based on the 
number of virtual calls currently in progress on 
the network links. The procedures are defined in 
Section 2. 
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The basic problem with modelling networks 
having adaptive routing procedures is that route 
choices are state dependent. This destroys the 
analytically convenient property of separability 
(ie the steady state probability distribution does 
not have a product form) except in very special 
cases [8]. Towsley's solution for central server 
networks with state dependent routing probabil
ities has a product form, but fails to generalise 
to even the simplest of adaptive routing 
situations. As a consequence, the calculation of 
the steady state distribution is impracticable 
except for small networks. 

One common approach to this problem [10, 11, 
12] is to assume that the routing probabilities 
are state independent, calculate network perform
ance measures such as mean end-to-end packet dela~ 
and then minimise the performance measure to find 
optimal (state-independent) routing probabilities. 
An extension of this approach [9] studies the 
convergence of the sequence of network routing 
probabilities, in a network with local, autonomous 
routers, given that the network state reaches 
equilibrium between successive routing probability 
updates. 

A second approach [13], derived from control 
theory, abandons any attempt to model the detailed 
dynamics of packet queues, and instead replaces 
queue lengths by time-dependent ensemble averages, 
studying the effect of adaptive routing on them. 

Neither of these two methodologies represents 
the detailed interaction between the adaptive 
routing mechanism and the set-up and cleardown of 
virtual calls, or the queueing and transmission of 
packets. 

A third approach [1, 14] does represent this 
interaction in detail using the theory of 
stochastic learning models [2]. This method 
enables one to calculate the steady-state mean 
routing probabilities engendered by this inter
action in the limit of slow adaptation, ie when 
routing probability updates are infinitesimally 
small. In that limit the states of the network 
routers cluster tightly around specific routing 
vectors, called critical routing vectors. We find 
that these critical points provide a good approx
imation to link loadings even when adaptation is 
not slow . 
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In Section 2 we define the model used and 
specify conditions which ensure that the combined 
system of network and routers has a unique steady
state irrespective of its initial state. In 
Sections 3 and 4 we analyse the distribution of 
router states (ie routing probabilities) in the 
limit of slow adaptation, and discuss algorithms 
for calculating critical routing vectors, giving 
conditions ensuring convergence to a unique 
critical point. In Section 5 the accuracy of 
critical routings as an approximation to long term 
routing probabilities is examined by simulation 
experiments. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss the 
question of deducing mean packet delay at a link 
given the mean number of virtual calls in progress 
on it. 

2. NETWORK MODEL 

The model has three components: A network 
topology, processes governing the arrival and 
duration of virtual calls, and a set of autonomous 
adaptive routers. 

The network topology is general except that 
the subnetwork of paths joining a source node i to 
a destination node j is assumed to be directed and 
acyclic in order to prevent looping of call 
request packets at virtual call set up. In addi
tion, an upper limit is imposed on the number of 
virtual calls in progress on a link. 

The traffic model makes the following 
assumptions: 

(a) The stream of virtual calls originating 
at source node i with destination node j is 
Poissonian with mean arrival rate Aij. 

(b) Virtual call duration has a negative 
exponential distribution with unit mean. 

(c) Virtual call set-up times are negligible, 
and calls blocked at set-up are lost. 

(d) Data packets are absent from the model 
since the route choice mechanisms considered refer 
only to numbers of virtual calls set-up on the net
work links. 

The class of adaptive route choice procedures 
considered operate as follows. A virtual call 
originating at node i requiring connection to 
node j is routed through the network node by node 
until j is reached. At node k a router R~ , 
t = (i,j), decides which outgoing link to assign 
the call to. 

Suppose there are £ t k links at node k to which 
calls of type t may be assigned. The state of 
router R f ·immediately after the nth epoch (virtual 
call arrival or cleardown) is defined by a vector 
of routing probabilities. 

rf (n) (r ~ . 1 (n), ... , r ~ . £ t k (n») 
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If n is an arrival epoch for a call of type t, 
and the call set-up has reached node k * j then 
router R f assigns the call to outgoing link i with 
probability r f, i (n - 1), with the choice distribu
tion immediately before epoch n. Based on that 
choice and on the network state c (n -1) immediately 
before epoch n, router R f updates its state thus: 

(2.1) 

The network state c(n - 1) specifies the 
number of virtual calls of each type in progress 
on each path in the network immediately after 
epoch n - 1. We assume that router R ~ knows only 
a small part of the information contained in the 
network state, namely the state of the links 
incident to node k. Thus the routers act 
independently, do not exchange information and are 
updated asynchronously. 

The updating operator U is designed to 
reinforce the selection of links which contribute 
to load equalisation and penalise those which do 
not. We consider two updating operators which are 
linear in the probabilities r f i (n) i = 1, ... , £ t k, 

and denote them by L land L2. ' 

2.1 Algorithm L 1 We drop the t, k notation 
and focus on a single router R. Let ci(n - 1) 
denote the number of virtual calls in progress 
immediately before epoch n on outgoing link i, and 
let c max denote the maximum permissible number of 
calls that may be in progress on a link. Suppose 
that n is a call arrival instant for router R, and 
that R chooses link i. If c i (n - 1) < c max and 
c i (n - 1) = min {c tCn - 1) ... c£ (n - l)}, then 

r i (n) r i In - 1) + a (1 - r i (n - 1) 

rj (n) r j (n - 1) - a r j (n - 1) j * i 
If c i (n - 1) = c max or c i (n - 1) > min 

{c l(n -1) ... c£(n -l)} then 

r i (n) r i (n - 1) - b r i (n - 1) 

r j (n) 

(2.2) 

* i 
(2.3) 

Probabilities are preserved provided 0 < a, 
b < 1. Parameters a and b control the amount of 
change at updating and hence the rate of 
adaptation. 

2.2 Algorithm L2 If router R assigns a call 
to outgoing l~nk i then 

r i (n) 

r j (n) 

rj{n-l) +a(l_ci(n-l)\ 
1+cmax7 

x (l-ri(n-l») 

r j (n - 1) _ a (1 _ c i (n - 1») 
l+c max 

x r j (n - 1) j * i 
(2.4) 
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Again, probabilities are preserved if 0 < a < 1. 

Note that for both algorithms, the call is 
blocked if c i (n - 1) = c max . 

We turn now to the equations describing the 
evolution of the network state c(n) from epoch n 
to epoch n + 1. This process is a finite state 
Markov chain with transition probabilities 
dependent on r(n). Let 

S 

He 

A c, t,7T 

r~(n) 

For c * I 
c 

qc, c' (r) 

For c c 
blocking) 

Set of network states 

Set of all states with one specific 
call cleared from state c. 

Set of all states with one extra call 
of type t set up on path 7T from 
state c. 

Total virtual call arrival rate 
summed over all call types 

I At· 

Probability that a call of type t is 
set up on path 7T. 

Number of calls in progress when the 
network state is c. 

the transition probability 

I 

pr(C(n+l) c' 1 c(n) c, 

r(n) r) 

1 
if 

I 
£ He c: c 

(2.5) 

A + ~ cl 
At 

r~(r) if 
I 

£ A c, t,7T T c 

(ie self transition caused by 

1 - I I q I (r) _ I 
c £Hc c, et, 7T 

I I qc, c' (r) 
c £A c, t, 7T 

(2.6) 

Let p(n) be the distribution of network state 
probabilities immediately after epoch n. Then 

p(n + 1) Q (r (n)) p (n) (2.7) 

Since the transition probabilities change at each 
call arrival epoch, the Markov chain consisting 
simply of successive network states {c(n)} is non
homogeneous. However, the joint process 

V (n) (c (n), r (n)) 

is homogeneous [1]. The evolution of the joint 
process {V(n)} is governed by equations (2.1) and 
(2.7). The combined system of network and routers 
is a stochastic learning model [2], and a result 
is available [14] ensuring that it has a unique 
steady-state probability distribution to which it 
converges whatever its initial state. The 
existence of a unique steady-state depends 
essentially on the matrix of transition 
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probabilities Q(r) being continuously differenti
able in r, and on the updating operators being 
distance diminishing [1, 2] defined as follows. 

An updating operator U depends on the router 
state r immediately before a call arrival, and on 
the joint event e that a specific link was chosen 
and that the relevant links for the call type had 
specific numbers of calls in progress on them. 
U(r, e) is distance diminishing for the metric 

Q, 

d(r, s) I ! r i - Si! 
i = 1 

if for all events e, d(U(r,e), u(s,e~ ~ d(r,s) for 
all routing states rand s, and if for each rand 
s there is an event e with non-zero probability of 
occurrence for which d(U(r,e), U(s,e)) < d(r,s). 
Updating algorithms L 1 and L 2 have this property 
if 0 < a, b < 1. 

Convergence to a unique steady state is 
ensured by the following 

V(n) 

Q, = 

Theorum [14] The 
= (c(n) , r(n)) on 

I Q, tk governed 
t, k ' 

homogeneous Markov chain 
the space V = S x [0, 1 ]T, 

by the equations 

p(n + 1) 

r (n + 1) 

Q (r (n~ p (n) 

U (r (n), e) 
converges to a unique steady state if 

(a) Q(r) is continuously differential in r. 

(b) U(r, e) is distance diminishing. 

(c) V(u) has no cyclic subsets (V 1, V2, ... , 
V k are cyclic subsets if Pr[ V (n + 1) £ Vi + 11 V (n) 
£ Vi] = 1 and Vk+l = VI) 

Verification that our system satisfies 
conditions (a)-(c) is straightforward. 

Condition (a): Q(r) is continuously differ
entiable in the rf,i since r~ = Pr (that a call 
arrival of type t is assigned to path 7T) is a 
product of some subset of the rf,i. 

Condition (c): The network chain is irreduc
ible for given r, and the updating algorithms by 
themselves have no cyclic subsets if 0 < a,b and 
if for no i is r i (0) = 1. 

Condition (b): Algorithm Ll is distance 
diminishing [1]. We show now that algorithm L2 is 
also distance diminishing if 0 < a < 1. 

Consider the event e i that a call is assigned 
to link i. Then 

r.o +a(l- C
i

) (l-ro) 
\' l+cmax • 

r i + aCt i (1 - r i) say. 
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So 

d(U(r, ei), U(s, e i )) 

(1 - a a 1' ) I r I' - S i I + L (1 - a a ' ) I r ' - s ' I j:f i 1 J J 

(1 - a a i) d (r, s) 

< d(r, s) since 0 < a i < 1 

If ei denotes the cleardown of a call on link i, 
then 

d (u(r, e i), U(s, e il) 
d(r, s) 

Since a call arrival to some link occurs with non
zero probability, it follows that algorithm L2 is 
distance diminishing. 

3. EQUILIBRIUM BEHAVIOUR AND CRITICAL ROUTINGS 

Consider a specific router R using algorithm 
L 1 in a network which has reached equilibrium. 
Let c (n - 1) be the network state immediately 
before a call arrival and let r(n - 1) = r. Then 
the expected conditional routing update given 
c (n - 1) = c and r (n - 1) = r is 

E[ r i (n) - r i (n - 1) I r (n - 1) r, c (n - 1) c] 

r i a (1 - r i) I ~(c) + r i ( - br i ) I f ( c) 

+ I r j (-ar i) I jR(c) + I r j ( R- ~ 1 - br i) I r (c) 
j* i j:f i 

( 3 .1) 

where 

I ~(c) 

{: 
if c i < Cmax and c i 

if not 

min (c 1' ••• ,C R- ) 

and 

I f(c) 

1 - I ~(c) 

Unconditioning on the links state c we have 

E[ r i (n) - r i (n - 1) I r (n - 1) r] 

r i a (1 - r i ) R i (r) + r i (-br i) P i (r) 

+ I r j (-ar i) R j (r) + L r' (_b_ - br \ P , (r) 
j:f i j:f i J R- - 1 i) J 

(3.2) 
where 

Ri (r) 

Pr (link i chosen and reinforced I 
r (n - 1) r) 

Pi (r) 

Pr (link i chosen and penalised I 
r(n - 1) r) 
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For the case a = b, equation (3.2) simplifies to 

E[ r i (n) - r i (n - 1) I r (n - 1) r] 

a {-r iP i (r) + R- ~ 1 J i r jP j (r)} 

a(-fiC r ) + R- ~l , ) , fj(r)) with fiCr) 
J* 1 

ag i (r) say. 

If there is a routing state r 

g 2(r*) 

g R-(r*) o 

r* such that 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

then r* is a critical routing for algorithm Lt, and 

f lCr*) 

That is, at a critical routing the penalisation 
rates fi(r*) are equal for algorithm Lt. 

A similar analysis for a router R using the 
L2 algorithm gives 

E[ r i (n) - r i (n - 1) I r i (n - 1) r ] 

( - C i (r) +, I r j c j (r)) 
J = 1 

ari 
l+cmax 

ag i (r) say (3.5) 

where ci(r) = mean number of virtual calls in 
progress on link i given r (n - 1) = r. Clearly the 
router R has a unique critical routing (if we 
exclude the degenerate case for which ri = 1 for 
same i) obtained by equalising the c i (r) for one or 
more of the least loaded links and setting the 
remaining rj = o. 

The existence of a critical routing for the L 1 

algorithm can be proved [1] by an application of 
Brouwer's fixed pOint theorem: a continuous map 
from a compact convex set into itself has a fixed 
point. The technique is taken from game theory [4 ]. 

The existence of a critical point r* for the 
entire set of routers can also be proved [3] using 
Brouwer I , s theorem. We def ine a mapping T: 
[ 0, 1 ] T -+ [0, 1] T which carries r = (r~) onto 
s = (s f) so that sf is a critical point for 
router R f given the other routers' states defined 
by r. Provided sf depends continuously on the r f, 
then T will have a fixed point r* T(r*) which is 
a critical point for all routers. 

We turn now to the important question of 'how 
close' r is to r* for a specific router. It is 
known [1, p 50] that if 

(r* - r)g(r) > D(r - r*) 2, D > 0 (3.6) 

for all router probability vectors r, then 
E[(r(n) -r*J 2] = O(a). (Terms such as (r*-r)g(r) 
denote the inner product of the two vectors, that 

R-

is I (r i* - r i) g i (r) . ) The proof merely merely 
i = 1 

relies on the fact that the random variables ri(n) 
are bounded. 
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It follows that 

E[(ri(n) r ;*) 2] ~ E[(r(n) - r*) 2] O(a) 

and since 

{E(ri(n) - r i*)}2 , E[(ri(n) - ri*l ~ 
that 

Hence in the limit of slow adaptation 
E(ri(n») -+ ri* as a -+ o. 

(3.7) 

The proof in [1] that a general multi-route 
algorithm of type L.satisfies condition (3.6) 
depends on the assumption that the cross 
derivatives api/arj are negligible compared to 
aPi/ari . It is not clear if this remains true in 
this setting since changing rj will affect 
Pi = pr(ci = Cmax or Ci > min (CI, .. .,CQ) ). 

However for the case ~ = 2, both algorithms 
L 1 and L 2 have property (3.6). In both cases the 
proof depends on establishing the continuity and 
positivity of the function 

r 1 :j: r 1* 

dg I(r 1) 

dr 1 
r 1 

for 0 ... r 1 ~ 1, since then (r 1* r 1) g 1 (r 1) = 

(rI* - rI)2d(rI) 2. D(rI* - r)2. For both algor
ithms LI and L2 gl(rl) > 0 for rl < rI* and 
gl(r 1) < 0 for r 1> rl*. Hence the result. Note 
that this also shows r* to be unique in this case. 

4 . CALCULATION OF CRITICAL ROUTINGS 

Consider a network in which every router has 
exactly 2 links over which to assign its calls. 
The state of each router is then defined by speci
fying the routing probability over one of the 2 
links. Thus, if there are n routers their state 
is given by a vector r = (rI' ... , rn). 

Calculation of a critical point r* can be 
carried out by a relaxation method. Starting from 
an initial point r (0), we calculate r (k + 1) from 
r(k) thus: 

Compute r l(k + 1) so that 
gOI(r l(k + 1), r 2(k) , 

Compute r 2(k + 1) so that 
g2(r 1(k + 1), r 2(k + 1), 

o 

o 

Compute r n(k + 1) so that 
gn(r 1 (k+l), r 2(k+l), ... , rn(k+l») 0 

(4.1) 

Prooof that this method converges has not been 
found. (The proof given in [5 ] does not apply 
here since the Jacobian 

is not symmetric.) In practice the method works 
well. 

For algorithm Ll' the updated ri (k + 1) is 
calculated by assuming that the two links 
available to Ri carry independent Poisson traffic 
and by using repeated bisection. 
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An alternative and closely related method for 
calculating a critical point starts from an arbit
rary initial routing r (0) and calculates r (k + 1) 

from r(k) by updating all router states simul-
taneously. This defines a mapping a(r) (a 1(r), 

a n (r»): [0, 1] n -+ [0, 1] n such that 

r i (k + 1) a i ( r (k») ( 4 • 2) 

where 

gi(r l(k), ... ,ri- J{k) ,ri (k + 1) ,ri +dk) , 
. .. ,r n(k») = 0 

If a(r) were a contraction mapping [7] then all 
sequences {r(k)} would converge to a unique 
critical routing r* irrespective of the initial 
routing r(O). Defining the norm 

11 r 11 

then [7] 

1 1 a (r) - a (s) 1 1 

(.1 r i
2

) i. 
1=1 

~ max{IIJa(tJII,: 
~£L(r,s)} .lIr-sll 

(4.3) 

where L (r, s) is the line joining rand s 

J a (r) 
of a (r) and [6 ] 

1 1 J a (~) 1 1 2 Sp ( J i (~) J i ( ~) ) 
Thus if the spectral radius sp (J ioJ al < 1 for all r 
then {r(k)} will converge to the unique critical 
point. Calculation of J a for some simple networks 
with 4 routers yielded spectral radii < 1 for 
various randomly chosen points r. No general 
proof was found. However if 

s a(r) 

and 

s + os a(r + or) 

then 

os J a or + ... 

so that 

I1 osl12 ~ sp (J!J a) • 11 orl12 

+ 0 (I 1 or I I 2 ) 

Hence sp(J!J a ) < 1 will hold provided that for all 
routings r every infinitesimal perturbation or 
about r is shrunk by application of a(r). 

5. CRITICAL ROUTING AS AN APPROXIMATION 

The usefulness of the critical routing as an 
approximation to steady-state routing probabil
ities for a specific route choice mechanism and in 
the absence of slow adaptation was investigated 
by simulation experiments with a range of 
networks. 

The route choice mechanism in question does 
not maintain updated routing probabilities, but 
instead simply assigns a fresh virtual call to an 
outgoing link which at the instant of call arrival 
at the node has the least number of virtual calls 
in progress. The performance of this routing 
mechanism was simulated for a set of networks. 
Critical routings for algorithms L 1 and L 2 were 
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calculated for each network using the relaxation 
method defined in Section 4. A selection of 
results follows. 

5.1 Network 1 

A LINK i 

B < 
LINK 2 

Fig 1 Network 1 

Network 1 has one adaptively routed traffic 
stream of B erlangs split between links 1 and 2 
interacting with a stream of A erlangs offered to 
link 1 only. In the steady-state stream B splits 
into a stream of Bl erlangs on link 1 and a stream 
of B2 erlangs in link 2. 

A 10 15 20 25 
B 20 20 20 20 

Simulation 
Bl 5.9 4.0 2.4 1.3 
B2 14.2 16.1 17.6 18.9 

6.6 4.6 3.0 1.8 
Ll 

Bl 
(0.12) (0.15) (0.25) (0.38) 

Algorithm 13.4 15.4 17.0 18.2 
B2 

(-0.06) (-0.04) (-0.03) (-0.04) 

5 2.5 0 0 
L2 

Bl 
(-0.16) (-0.38) (-1) (-1) 

Algorithm 15 17.5 20 20 
B2 

(0.06) (0.09) (0.14) (0.06) 

Table 1 .Comparative Stream Loadings: Network 1 

The bracketed figures give the relative errors of 
the algorithms Ll and L2' For example, 
0.12 = (6.6 - 5.9)/6.6. 

The superiority of the L 1 algorithm as an 
approximation to the route choice mechanism is 
evident, particularly when A ~ B. The reason is 
clear: the actual route choice mechanism will 
always send a non-zero proportion of stream B to 
link 1 even if A > B due to random fluctuations in 
the two streams. Note that algorithms Ll and L2 
have relative errors of opposite sign, that is 
their critical routing probabilities bound the 
actual steady-state routing probabilities. 
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5.2 Network 2 

Fig 2 Network 2 

This is a 4 node network with nodes and links 
numbered as shown. There are 4 adaptively routed 
traffic streams: A 13 = 15, A 24 = 10, A 31 = 5, 
A 42 = 5 interacting with 4 non-adaptively routed 
streams: A 12 = 15, A 23 = 10, A 34 = 10, A 41 = 5. 
The results are as follows. 

Mean Link Loadings 
Link 

Simulation L 1 Algorithm L2 Algorithm 

1 23.8 24.6 (0.03) 25 (0.05) 
2 28.7 29.4 (0.02) 25 (-0.13) 
3 24.3 24.7 (0.02) 25 (0.03) 
4 30.9 30.6 (-0.01) 35 (0.13) 

Table 2 Comparative Link Loadings: Network 2 

Both algoritms L 1 and L 2 provide reasonable 
approximations to the true link loadings, with Ll 
the more accurate in this example. 

5.3 Network 3 

Fig 3 Network 3 

This network has 2 interacting traffic 
streams: A 13 = 20 and A 31. = 40. Each stream is 
adaptively routed twice: A 13 at nodes 1 and 2, 
A 31. at nodes 3 and 4. The results are as follows . 
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Link Loadings 
Link 

Simulation Ll Algorithm L2 Algorithm 

1 39.7 39.5 (-0.01) 40 (0) 
2 20.3 · 20.5 (0.01) 20 (-0.01) 

3 29.5 28.0 (-0.05) 30 (0.02) 
4 10.2 11. 5 (0.13) 10 (-0.02) 
5 20.3 20.5 (0.01) 20 (-0.01) 

6 29.5 28.0 (-0.05) 30 (0.02) 
7 30.5 32.0 (0.05) 30 (-0.02) 

Table 3 Comparative Link Loadings: Network 3 

Again both algorithms provide acceptable 
approximations to link loadings, but with L2 
marginally better. 

We conclude (from these and other test net
works) that neither algorithm invariably gives 
the best approximation to link loadings, although 
the penalty-rate equalising algorithm L 1 is 
generally superior to L2. The use of critical 
routings provides an acceptable approximation 
(usually better than 5%) to the link loadings 
generated by the actual route choice mechanism in 
the absence of slow adaptation (the actual 
mechanism corresponds roughly to algorithm L 1 with 
a = 1). 

6. CALCULATION OF DELAY 

Given approximations to mean virtual call 
link loadings, how can we calculate packet delays 
at individual links and hence end-to-end across 
the network? 

Consider a single link at which a Poisson 
stream of virtual calls arrives with mean rate c 
calls/sec, negative exponential call duration with 
mean h secs, each call generating a Poisson stream 
of packet arrivals with mean rate A packets/sec/ 
call and negative exponential length with mean m 
bits. Let the link transmission speed by s bits/ 
sec. Assuming negligible virtual call blocking, 
then the carried virtual call traffic has a 
Poisson distribution with mean ch erlangs. 

A simple model of packet arrivals would 
assume that the aggregate packet arrival process 
is Poissonian with mean arrival rate Ach packets/ 
sec. This is clearly an approximation since the 
packet arrival rate is AV when V virtual calls are 
in progress. A more detailed analysis has been 
made by viewing the packet queue as being driven 
by an environment process (ie the number of 
virtual calls set up) which evolves independently 
of the state of the queue. The resulting system 
(environment + queue) has a matrix geometric 
steady state solution [8] and numerical com
parison with the simple M/M/l model of queueing 
packets has been carried out. 

The results of the comparison may be 
summarised as follows. With 0 = Ach m/s and s 
fixed, the ratio of the true mean number of 
packets seen by an arriving packet to the M/M/l 
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equivalent is invariably greater than 1. The 
exact value of the ratio depends on the specific 
numerical values assigned to A, c, hand m. The 
ratio decreases (tending to 1) as ch increases 
without bound. For small values of ch, the ratio 
can be large. For example, for s = 48 000 bits/ 
sec, 0 = 0.5, ch = 5 erlangs, h = 10 mins and 
m = 1024 bits, the ratio isl12. The ratio does 
not tend to 1 as 0 tends to zero unless ch 
increases as well. The reason for this is that 
as ch ~ ~ the distribution of the number of calls 
in progress clusters tightly around its mean, 
approximating closely a constant value for which 
the corresponding aggregate packet arrival 
process would (given our assumptions) be ident
ically Poissonian. We conclude that the validity 
of assuming homogeneous Poisson packet arrivals at 
a link with mean rate Ach must be judged for each 
application separately. 

In practice, adaptive routing mechanisms 
which equalise link loadings or equalise penalty 
rates tend to generate substreams of calls which 
have a variance to mean ratio less than 1. This 
will to some extent lessen the departure from 
Poissonality in the aggregate packet arrival 
process caused by the use of virtual calls. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 The results of the theory of stochastic 
learning processes are useful in analysing the 
steady-state behaviour of packet switched net
works with adaptive virtual call routing 
procedures. 

7.2 Critical routing probabilities obtained 
in the limit of slow adaptation provide a good 
approximation to link loadings . (with relative 
error typically < 5%) when adaptation is not slow 
(ie 'a' close to 1). 

7.3 Critical routing probabilities for the 
entire network are easily calculated using the 
relaxation method defined in Section 4. 
Sufficient conditions for convergence of a related 
method were obtained, and verified for specific 
networks. 

7.4 A numerical comparison between an M/M/l 
model of the packet queue at a link and a more 
realistic model (in which the packet arrival rate 
is proportional to the number of virtual calls in 
progress) revealed that the use of virtual calls 
can cause packet delays to be significantly 
greater than predicted by a simple M/M/l model. 
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